Abstract. Transylvania has always been a space of multicultu ralism, which is refl ected in the fact that the Hungarian regional standard contains more Romanian and German elements than the central standard.
Introduction. Languages in contact
It is a linguistic commonplace that languages living next to each other in the same geographic region infl uence each other in various ways. Language interference has been studied for several decades already, one of the earlier defi nitions being 1 This study was presented at the AHEA Conference in Cluj (July 2015) .
"those instances of deviation from the norms of either language which occur in the speech of bilinguals as a result of their familiarity with more than one language, i.e. as a result of language contact" (Weinreich 1968: 1) . Another linguistic commonplace brings into play the main characteristic of language contact, which is that loan words are usually culture specifi c to the language they come from (Benő 2008: 60) .
These two commonplaces are particularly characteristic to Transylvania, which has always been a space of multiculturalism refl ected in the fact that the Hungarian regional standard contains more Romanian and German elements than the central standard. And that is not only peculiar to the present state of the language, but it is a historical phenomenon.
The case of Transylvania -historical background
The population of Transylvania is ethnically, linguistically, and religiously diverse. In the Transylvania of the XV th -XIX th centuries, the political power was shared among the Hungarian nobility, the German burghers, and the seats of the Székelys; yet, the population -besides Hungarians and Germans -consisted of Romanians as well. The Romanians did not take part in the political life of Transylvania, but they belonged to the lower social classes; thus, the Hungarian-Romanian language contact took place among lower social classes.
As it can be seen in Map 1, by 1850, there were several counties in Transylvania (Arad, Timiş, Caraş-Severin, Hunedoara, Alba, Cluj, Bistriţa, Sibiu) that had a majority of ethnic Romanians, while Hungarians were in majority in Bihor, Satu-Mare, Mureş, Harghita, and Covasna. This means that 58% of the population was Romanian, 28.2% Hungarian, and 10.6% German (http://terkepek.adatbank. transindex.ro/belso.php?nev=78).
Therefore, it is natural that the Romanian language (purple dots on Map 2) was widely spoken on the territory of Transylvania.
Under these geographic, ethnic, and cultural circumstances, the Hungarian language (mainly but not only) used in Transylvania has been largely infl uenced by the surrounding Romanian language. As the two languages are not genetically related, the lexical system suffered the most infl uence, whereas other systems, such as the morphological or syntactic system, did not undergo major changes -yet, the effect of Romanian can be detected on all levels of Hungarian used in Transylvania.
It is a linguistic commonplace that the loan words usually are culture specifi c to the language they come from (Benő 2008: 60) ; thus, all borrowings refl ect the Romanian lifestyle in one way or the other.
At present, there are 122 Romanian elements in the standard register of Hungarian, that is the use of these words is not restricted to Transylvania (e.g. esztrenga 'primitive fence to keep the sheep in one place', cáp 'male goat', etc.). The Hungarian dialects of Transylvania are richer in Romanian loan words: there is a total of 2,300 elements of Romanian origin. The dotted area represents Romanians, the striped area Hungarians, and the chequered area Germans.
Map 1. The ethnic situation of Transylvania in 1850 2

Map 2. Languages in Transylvania
The table above shows the number of Romanian loan words appearing in Hungarian in every century, starting with the 14 th . It can be very well seen that the number increases from century to century, reaching its peak in the 19 th century. The table does not include any data from the period following Trianon, which -due to the political, geographic, and demographic changes -had the strongest Romanian infl uence, as the status of the two languages in contact changed: Romanian becoming the offi cial language and Hungarian a minority language.
Previous research of the Romanian infl uence on Hungarian (dialects)
The fi rst steps into the research of Romanian-Hungarian contact date back to the 19 th century. In his work Vocabularium ( th centuries. It is unique in the sense that it refl ects the spoken language since it was the policy of legal processes in the period mentioned above that the witness accounts had to be registered precisely, word by word, stating the name, age, job, and social status of the witness. Therefore, words of Romanian origin are included either as entry words or appear in the witness accounts of Romanian witnesses.
The borrowings from Romanian can be grouped into the following categories: (50) [Hermányi, .).
As the Historical Dictionary of the Hungarian Language in Transylvania contains such a great number of valuable data regarding the Romanian-Hungarian language contact, the idea of another dictionary occurred during the process of editing: a dictionary that would contain all the words of Romanian origin in the Hungarian dialects of Transylvania: A magyar nyelv feudalizmuskori román kölcsönszavai [The Romanian loan words of Hungarian in the feudalist period]. The editorial work of this dictionary was completed by the mid-1980s by Piroska B. Gergely, Ferenc Kósa, Zoltán Szabó, Márta Vámszer, and János Zsemlyei, but it has never been published. It followed the editorial principles of the Historical Dictionary of the Hungarian Language in Transylvania except that the words were grouped in lexical families. For example: berbécs -all words containing berbécs either in compounds or derivatives can be found in the same place: berbécs/berbécsbárány, -bőr, -bőrirha, -címer, -gyapjú, -forma, -hús, -juh-bőr, -kirlán, -láb, -mióra, -orrú, -pásztor, -pecsenye/diszkeberbécs, diszkeberbécs-bárány, diszke vert berbécs, juhberbécsbőr, kirlánberbécs, kos-, majorság-, mióra-, -nótin-, vert berbécs.
Project for the future
The edited material is kept at the Hungarian and General Linguistics Department, Babeş-Bolyai University. The dictionary contains around 1,255 entry words. It would be necessary to revise the material in the light of new bibliography and prepare it for publishing.
The dictionary would be a great source for researchers studying contactology, historical linguistics, historical sociolinguistics, historical pragmatics, etc.
